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appeared that few people had been converted, but that
did not disturb NorthclifFe. He had set everybody
talking* His " stunt" was one of the Subjects most
debated, most widely commented on, most joked about*
This kind of publicity it was that gave the Daily Mail
a position in the newspaper world far above its rivals.
The earliest of these appeared in 1900* The Daily
Express was started by Arthur Pearson, who had, as a
very young man, joined Newnes, after winning as a prize
in a competition a clerkship in Tit-Bits office. He had
just left Winchester; clerking did not at all appeal to
him. Nor did Newnes see just where to fit this public-
school boy from a country vicarage into his staff. He let
him prowl around, doing this and learning that, making
suggestions. After six months the manager left, and
Pearson promptly suggested that he should be given the
vacant job* Newnes agreed to let him see what he
could do with it; after a while he became manager,
though he was not yet twenty.
Four years after this he left Newnes, started Pearson s
Weekly as a rival to Tit-Bits and Answers, and on " missing
word " competitions rushed it into a very large circulation.
Following Northcliffe, as he did throughout his career,
having few ideas of his own, he put on the market other
little papers and magazines, and in time resolved to
found a halfpenny daily, as a competitor with the Mail.
His Daily Express, which began in 1900, with news on
its front page, a practice common in America, but before
that untried in London except by the earliest of the
" halfpenny mornings," was never, so long as he owned
it, a success. It lacked always the assured touch which
distinguished the Mail. It won, however, sufficient
popularity to make it clear to the Old Gang that organs
of opinion could no longer hold the field against organs

